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INTRODUCTION

With AmazonFresh Jeff Bezos is once again disrupting his very own 
business, by combining all the latest thinking into a new venture - 
offered to its most valuable and loyal customers only. 

The integration of 1 hour delivery, perhaps fulfilled through a Uber 
style system called flex, new fresh ranges, which will encompass Far-
mer’s markets products as well as restaurant take away food and the 
bet on the Internet of Things, with the dash technology, promise to 
revolutionise online grocery and also online retailing yet again.

Amazon’s innovations will drive shopper behaviour change 
- and change will happen very fast.

Amazon has tested its Fresh model in the US to destruction and has 
rolled out different innovations and features at same time, at speed, 
at a massive scale. Now the company has decided it is ready to roll 
out the service in the EU in 2016.

FMCG and other retailers should remember that Amazon will leve-
rage its platform and marketplace model and that the threat will 
not only come from 1P, but from the multitude of artisanal players 
(butchers, bakers etc) Amazon will recruit to its ecosystem.

Amazon knows their shoppers already - from their past purchases 
and their digital footprint and they know shoppers much, much bet-
ter than the competition. For Amazon it is now simply a matter of 
upselling. 

What can the rest of the industry do now?



KEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Every retailer and brand shares shoppers with Amazon, 
but who is most under threat, when Fresh launches in 
the EU? Who will benefit? How did AmazonFresh play 
out in the US? 

Will Fresh’s entry into the UK be a success? After having 
launched Pantry in Germany, when will Fresh arrive in 
Amazon’s largest foreign market? Will German shop-
pers sign up for the PrimeFresh fee?

As Fresh will push more shoppers into Prime, reinfor-
cing Amazon’s flywheel the question arises whether 
others should fund prime and engage with Amazon’s 
elite shoppers? Should universities, banks, utility com-
panies and ISPs fund Amazon Prime? 

Will Fresh subsume the .com business? What will Pantry 
look like in 10 years time? Will Fresh mean the end for 
the quirky, small scale, health & wellness and organic 
nische brands on .com? Will Fresh become as sanitised 
as Pantry?

Will the Dash buttons and technology become a suc-
cess? How could they impact that grocery sector and 
consumer shopping habits? How can brands interact 
with the smart home or hack the relationship?

Is Amazon too late for takeaways, considering the suc-
cess of GrubHub and Just Eat? Will farmers markets 
become a success on the platform? What about recipe 
bag solutions? How could Fresh help Amazon connect 
with local food merchants?

How will Amazon reorganise inbounding, as chilled de-
liveries ask for new process optimisation? Will suppliers 
have to pay for Amazon becoming more efficient?

How will the company reorganise out bounding in the 
EU? Has Amazon cracked the online grocery model? 
Has it given up on the US model with proprietary car-
riers? Is this the reason for the Flex launch? Could Ama-
zon’s Flex project be a nod towards an Uber-style gro-
cery model?
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KEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED

And what future does Amazon’s Private Label range 
have with Fresh? (By definition most fresh produce is 
private label of course…) 

Will AmazonFresh become the standard bearer for on-
line grocery? After all, no one will be able to compete 
with the strength and depth in the rest of the range, no 
one can compete with Prime…

How price competitive will AmazonFresh be? 

Currently, in many non food categories, Amazon is 
being used as a channel to introduce NPDs into bricks 
& mortar, will the same happen with FMCG products, 
once Fresh is more established?

How much more do AmazonFresh shoppers shop on 
average per week than Amazon.com shoppers, how 
much more annually? How much more do they spend 
online than the average internet user?

What are Amazon’s 25 best selling items in the US Gro-
cery and Pantry categories on an annual basis?

Which will be the killer category for Amazon going 
forward? What will be the biggest growth driver for the 
marketplace platform? Will both be found in Fresh?
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FEATURES

Includes data points on Amazon Fresh basket sizes, 
spend, number of items ordered, which are not acces-
sible anywhere else

Exclusive data about Amazon’s grocery business, on US 
operation, AmazonFresh and Amazon.com, includes 
data insights mined from our Amazon best seller trac-
ker series

Online grocery sizes and forecasts for US and EU28

Evaluation of business principles around international 
expansion, logistics roll out, inventory turn and tighter 
integration of key strategic principles into every busi-
ness unit

Strategy insights and recommendations to the FMCG 
industry, retailers and suppliers over a ten year horizon, 
based on face to face conversations

•

•

•

•

•

Methodology
The report is brought to you by Europe’s premier experts on Amazon, featuring ano-
nymised quotes of current and former Amazonians. Our sources for the study include 
unprecedented access to the company, a proprietary Amazon customer panel, our 
Amazon Best seller tracker tool, expert opinion and consumer surveys.



KEY BENEFITS

Broad and deep, deep understanding of AmazonFresh 
and the future of online grocery, and Amazon’s grocery 
operations in the US, UK and Germany

Learn about unique challenges and opportunities that 
AmazonFresh will face, understand how AmazonFresh 
will perform, what will change and why Fresh is so vital 
for Amazon

Discover the opportunities that Fresh affords Amazon 
beyond just delivering groceries

Actionable insights and recommendations for FMCG, 
retailers and suppliers, understand where you should 
play

Prepare for the future of retail, where Amazon will sit at 
the heart of a massive ecosystem, creating a multitude 
of new winners and losers

Grasp which manufacturers and retailers have to fear a 
new competitor and identify the opportunity for those 
who want to join the ecosystem

Find out about growth opportunities for and with Ama-
zon and identify key threats to Amazon, Amazon white 
spaces and weaknesses and the risks associated with 
working with the pureplay
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«Research Farm publishes great reports every year, and each report 
brings a unique perspective compared to any other information 
available elsewhere: the analyses go deep, they are supported with 
data, but what I most value is that each report is built around a ‘clear 
story’, contains proprietary insights and even sometimes innovative 
projections into the future which help us to think out of the box.»
Global Channel Category sales
Nestle waters

«For us the ResearchFarm reports are so useful. The information provided give us the opportu-
nity to increase our knowledge about the retail industry and its key trends.»
Rafael Florez - CEO GS1 Columbia

«The discounters reports  were and still are very helpful as we got lots of detailed information 
and figures we haven’t found anywhere else. This has helped us to progress with our plans of 
expansion in the US  and convince people internally of the market potential.»
Marketing Manager - Bonifaz-Kohler

«On DLF’s (Danish Association of Fast Moving Consumer Goods Manufacturers) New Years 
Conference we had the great pleasure to hear ResearchFarm speak about future trends in on-
line grocery retailing. The feed back from the conference participants was very positive as they 
gave ResearchFarm’s presentation the highest score of all speakers, finding the analysis about 
the key success factors of chosen EU and US online retailers both very interesting and inspiring. 
We can therefore give ResearchFarm our best recommendation.»
Dagligvareleverandørerne
Danish Association of Fast Moving Consumer Goods Manufacturers

Testimonials - Our Clients Say It Best

+ Press quotes


